
Analyze your current and historical public 
communications and marketing materials with 
SaifrScan™. Our proprietary natural language  
processing (NLP) engine scores your documents 
and uncovers potential brand and compliance risks 
that may need further review. Computers can catch 
the straightforward potential issues in language and 
images, freeing humans to concentrate on the  
more complex tasks. The API can also be integrated 
into existing document management and social 
media workflows.

SaifrScan benefits:
Robust
Detect potential issues via our proprietary engine  
powered by multiple NLP models

Easy to use
Connect via an API to quickly integrate into  
existing processes

Focused
Concentrate on higher-complexity tasks because  
many common brand and compliance risks are  
identified automatically

Features:
Clear reporting and document analytics
Shows your overall results as well as individual statements for documents containing text, images,*  
and/or videos

Natural language processing models
Analyzes content using multiple NLP models based on high-quality, industry-unique data

Communications standards
Checks for corporate communications guidelines related to brand, tone, gender, age, and sentiment

Regulatory aid
Helps you prepare public communications that comply with financial services regulations

SaifrScan™

Reports are produced 
showing a summary of  
your results as well as  

details of possible risks.

How it works:

Content is analyzed  
and scored by our  
proprietary engine 
using NLP models.

Documents containing text, 
images,* and/or videos are 
uploaded for a review of 

potential brand and  
compliance risks.

*Image scanning under development.



The report:

See the number of documents 
and statements with potential 

compliance or brand risks.

Get a listing of documents, 
sorted by highest level of 
potential risk.

Review each document 
to examine the flagged 

potential risks.

Understand why  
specific words or  

phrases were flagged.

See the specific words 
or phrases that may be 

problematic.

All compliance responsibilities remain solely those of the user(s). Certain 
communications may require review and approval by properly licensed 
individuals. Fidelity is not responsible for determining compliance with 

rules and will not be liable for actions taken or not taken based on Saifr’s 
products and services. All trademarks and service marks belong to FMR 

LLC or an affiliate. © 2022 FMR LLC. All rights reserved. 964614.4.0

Saifr began in Fidelity Labs, a fintech incubator of Fidelity Investments, with access to documents 
representing the work of thousands of marketing, regulatory, and compliance experts over the last 
15 years. These data informed the Saifr natural language processing models and are what makes 
us unique. 

Saifr doesn’t replace marketing or compliance professionals; it streamlines and enriches the 
creation and review process to help mitigate brand, reputational, and regulatory risk. 

About us: For more information: 
Call us at 800-973-0776 
Email us at Contact@Saifr.ai  
Visit us at Saifr.ai


